
In the ever-changing business and digital marketing world, uncertainty is the new normal.  
To thrive through constant shifts, mastering the ‘pivot’ is pretty damn important. Just to clarify we’re not 
talking about Ross from Friend’s when he’s trying to manoeuvre the couch up the stairs, this is a slightly  

different pivot, but still a pivot nonetheless. The pivot we’re talking about involves strategic changes  
that enable businesses to adapt, seize opportunities, and stay competitive. In this blog, we’ll explore  

the importance of pivoting in digital marketing, the key elements involved, and strategies  
for success. Strap in!

Thanks to shifting consumer behaviour, emerging technologies and trends, and global events,  
a lot can change and sometimes even overnight! That’s why in these uncertain times, businesses need 

to be prepared to pivot their digital marketing strategies to stay relevant, connect with customers  
effectively, and achieve their goals.
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KEY ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL  
MARKETING PIVOT

Market Analysis: 

Start by diving deep into what’s hot in the market, 
customer preferences, and what your  

competitors are cooking up. This analysis will  
uncover the gaps and sweet spots where your  

marketing can really stand out.

Flexibility and Creativity: 

Give a warm embrace to flexibility and let  
creativity thrive in your marketing team. Stay open 

to snazzy ideas, out the gate campaigns and the 
ability to switch things up when it’s needed!
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DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS

Identifying Core Brand Values: 

Even in the midst of a pivot, your brand’s core  
values should remain unwavering. Make sure your  
marketing messages align with your brand identity 

and resonate with your target audience. 

Customer-Centric Approach: 

Your customers are the real MVPs! So listen to 
them, and address their needs and concerns.  

Tailor your marketing strategies to speak straight 
to their hearts. 

Data-Driven Decision Making: 

Trust data to steer the ship. Measure how your 
campaigns are doing, grab the insights, and use  

all that juicy information to tweak and perfect your 
marketing moves.

Data-Driven Decision Making: 

Let data be your guide. Measure the performance 
of your campaigns, gather insights and  

use this data to fine-tune your marketing efforts.

Digital Transformation: 

Embrace the digital realm and use its magic to 
connect with your peeps. Whether you’re slaying 
social media, rocking content marketing, hitting 

inboxes through email campaigns, or bossing SEO, 
your online presence matters. If something isn’t 
working, don’t be scared to try something new!

Agile Campaigns: 

“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop to look 
around once in a while, you could miss it”.  

So make sure you develop agile digital marketing 
campaigns that can be adjusted and tweaked 

swiftly in response to changing market conditions 
or consumer behaviour.

Personalisation: 

Dig into customer data to create personalised 
marketing that speaks to individual tastes. Like 
a good tapas restaurant, make sure everyone 

gets their bit. Tailor your messaging to what your 
people love, because, let’s be honest, people like 

what they like!

Partnerships and Collaborations:  

Team up with other brands or influencers to 
spread your wings and tap into new crowds. 

The more hooks in the water, the more you’re  
gonna catch! Check out our blog “Building  

Relationships with Influencers and Affiliates”  
if you need some sweet tips on getting these  

partnerships going.

Customer Experience Enhancement: 

Every time someone interacts with your brand, 
make it count. Positive vibes build customer  

loyalty and turn them into big fans! Leave them 
with an impression that lasts longer than that one 
guilty pleasure song you’ve always got on repeat!

https://likeablelab.com/articles/building-relationships-with-influencers-and-affiliates/
https://likeablelab.com/articles/building-relationships-with-influencers-and-affiliates/


Be flexible, think outside the box, and always keep your customers in mind.  

Check out what’s hot in the market, use data to your advantage, and stick to what makes your brand 
awesome! Embrace the digital vibe, stay agile with your campaigns and remember to add a personal 

touch to your marketing. Master the art of the pivot, and your marketing game will stay fresh,  
exciting and successful, no matter what comes your way!

Hit us up if you need help pivoting your digital marketing strategy... 
if you need help pivoting your couch… we unfortunately can’t help with that!

THE WRAP-UP
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https://likeablelab.com/contact/

